External sorting is a fundamental operation in many large scale data processing systems not only for producing sorted output but also as a core subroutine in many operations. Technology trends indicate that developing techniques that effectively use multiple disks in parallel in order to speed up the performance of external sorting is of prime importance. The simple randomized merging (SRM) mergesort algorithm proposed in [BGV97] is the first parallel disk sorting algorithm that requires a provably optimal number of passes and that is fast in practice. Knuth [Knu98, Section 5.4.91 recently identified SRM (which he calls "randomized striping") as the method of choice for sorting with parallel disks.
Introduction and Motivation
External memory sorting is a fundamental operation with wide ranging applications in the realm of large scale data processing: It is used not only to produce sorted output but also as a core subroutine in many database operations [Gra93, IBMSO] , and in external memory graph [CGG+95] and geometric [GTVV93] algorithms. Modern technology trends indicate that processor speeds are increasing at a faster rate than disk drive performance [Dah96, GVW96] , and so the development of external sorting techniques capable of utilizing multiple disks in parallel is of prime importance.
The parallel disk model (PDM) [VS94] is meant for designing algorithms capable of exploiting I/O parallelism. Jn the PDM, an input file containing N items1 is striped in blocks containing B items across D disk drives all of which may be used in parallel as follows: In each I/O operation, an application can transfer at most one block of B items between internal memory and each disk drive; so up to D blocks can be transferred in a single I/O operation. With respect to the problem of external sorting, results in [VS94] and earlier work [AV88] show that given an internal memory capable of holding up to M items, sorting a file of N items requires 0 (& log,,, (N/B)) I/O operations. Sorting requires 0 (log,, B (N/B)) passes over the data; each pass can be done in a linear number of I/O operations (@(N/DE?) reads and O(N/DB) writes). The main difficulty in parallel disk sorting is laying out intermediate data blocks and accessing blocks in such a manner that "useful computation" is performed in memory while ensuring that-on average each I/O operation transfers O(D) blocks. Several interesting parallel disk sorting algorithms [VS94, NV95, AP941 performing an optimal number O( & log,,,(N/B)) of I/O operations have been proposed, but they are somewhat complicated, have larger than desired constant factors, and are difficult to implement in practice.
As a consequence, an attractive alternative to implement sorting algorithms for parallel disks is to use the technique of disk striping (or striped I/O) in conjunction with well known single disk sorting techniques as follows: In each striped-I/O operation, the logical locations of the blocks accessed at each one of the D disks are the same. Logically, the effect of striped I/O is to reduce the number of disks to 1 and increase the block size to DB from the application's point of view. As a result, single disk algorithms such as external mergesort and external radix sort with block size configured to DB can be simply implemented to utilize D disks on a parallel disk system. Since double-buffered mergesort has been shown to be very efficient [Sa189] , its disk-striped version, called disk-striped mergesort (DSM), is considered particularly attractive. Another known parallel disk sorting implementation is the disk-striped radix sort [CH96] . However, diskstriped sorting algorithms require a non-optimal 2 number @(log,,,, WP'B)) of P asses over the data; the degree of non-optimality increases with D and most importantly, the non-optimality shows up in practice even for a moderately small number D of disks.
Motivated by the need for a simple and provably efficient parallel disk sorting algorithm, [BGV97] proposed simple randomized mergesort (SRM): SRM is the first simple, practical, parallel disk sorting algorithm requiring a provably optimal number N [log,,, (N/B)] of passes, and was recently identified by Knuth [Knu9813 in the new edition of his seminal work as the method of choice for optimal sorting on parallel disks. For practical ranges of the parameters B and D, each SRM pass takes a linear optimal number O(N/DB) of I/OS. While merging, SRM uses a generalization of Knuth's forecasting technique [Knu98] and a new buffer management technique called forecast and flush in order to efficiently access the D disks in a parallel, independent manner fundamentally different from striped I/O. The basic prefetching technique in SRM is to use forecasting information to read in the "smallest" block from each one of the D disks in every I/O operation; if there is not enough space in internal memory to read D blocks, SRM simply flushes (without any I/O) a sufficient number of "largest" blocks from memory.
Our Contributions
In this paper, we present the design, and performance of the implementation of the SRM parallel disk merging technique. The most significant aspects of our implementation technique are its use of elegant and novel data structures to implement the forecast and flush buffer management scheme of SRM. Our implementation constitutes a practical solution to the fundamental load balancing difficulties4 that arise [BGV97, VS94] while merging many files striped across D disks. By using novel and practical techniques to manage and use forecasting data, the implementation we present in this paper simplifies the scheme proposed in [BGV97]: In each operation that merges together R files striped across 'An interesting parallel disk sorting approach requiring a nonoptimal number Q(logL,, (N/B)) of passes was recently proposed in [Raj98], but we are unaware of any implementations based on this approach. 3Knuth refers to the SRM algorithm as "randomized striping".
41t is easy to carry out an efficient parallel disk merge of several runs when each run resides entirely on a single disk [PV92] , provided the output can be striped across all the disks. However such a merging scheme is fundamentally inefficient for a parallel disk mergesort, since extra transposition passes would be needed.
D disks, while the scheme proposed in [BGV97] requires the use of D separate priority queue [CLRSO] data structures, each corresponding to a unique disk and each involving R forecasting keys at any time, our present implementation requires only a single priority queue comprising R forecasting keys, to be used in conjunction with D ordinary queues implemented as simple arrays. We also show how to implement memory management and how to efficiently track down the "largest" blocks in memory to perform flush operations.
The second interesting contribution of our paper is the practical comparison of the merging phase implementation of DSM and SRM, on a state-of-the-art computer system consisting of six disks that can be used independently and in parallel. DSM requires a larger number of passes to complete the sort but since SRM merges more runs together at a time, it experiences more disk latency overhead and other overheads related to extra I/O operations5 in each pass, so the practical performance comparison of DSM and SRM is an interesting exercise. We found that the data streaming speed attained by DSM while merging is noticeably better than that of SRM. However, the overhead of SRM relative to DSM is small enough that SRM's merging phase easily outperforms DSM's merging phase by a significant margin.
An interesting aspect of our technique is that it can easily be modified to suit the load balancing needs of other applications in a parallel disk context, including external distribution sort and a multiway partitioning of a file into other files which is used in hash-join computations in database systems. The technique we develop to implement a lookahead mechanism via forecasting also has potential applications during parallel prefetching in video servers in which many striped files may need to be streamed at nonuniform rates with real time constraints.
Preliminaries
External mergesort consists of a run formation phase followed by a merging phase. Run formation consists of repeatedly reading in a memoryload, sorting it in memory and writing it out to disk(s), thus resulting in the formation of approximately N/M sorted runs which need to be merged together. The merging phase consists of repeatedly carrying out merge operations until only a single sorted run remains. Each merge operation merges together some number R of runs, where R is called the merge order, until only a single sorted run remains: The total number of merge passes required during the merging phase is [log,(N/M)] . During a merge operation, a block is said to begin participating in a as soon as it becomes the leading block of its run. The order in which blocks (of all the runs) begin participating in the merge is called the participation order. By the smallest (resp. largest) block of a set of blocks, we refer to the block occurring earliest (resp. farthest) in participation order while considering that set of blocks.
Since the run formation phase of both DSM and SRM are similar and straightforward, in the rest of the paper we consider implementation issues with respect to the merge operations of SRM and DSM. In both SRM and DSM, each run is striped blockwise in the usual round-robin manner across each one of the D disks with the following crucial %nlike DSM, each pass of SRM may require more than N/LIB read operations; see [BGV97] .
difference: In DSM, the ith block of a run is from disk (i mod D) whereas in SRM, the ith block of a run is from disk (i + d) mod D where d is a uniformly randomly chosen6 integer between 0 and D -1. Both SRM and DSM easily enjoy full I/O parallelism with respect to the blocks output by their merge operations. Merge operations in DSM have a merge order R z M/2DB, and DSM uses a straightforward memory and I/O management scheme based on standard double-buffering.
At any time, each of the R input runs has assigned to it two buffers, each of size DB. Whenever the leading buffer of DB items of a run gets depleted by the merge operation, a parallel read operation is issued to read in the next DB items (B items from each disk) from that run while the merge operation continues with the second in-memory buffer of that run.
In contrast, each merge operation in SRM may merge a significantly larger number (that can go up to M/2B) of runs with the same amount of memory, thus requiring the solution of fundamental load-balancing problems [BGV97] . The forecast and flush memory management scheme of SRM overcomes the above load balancing problems as follows: Implanted in the ith block of a run is (in addition to B items,) a forecasting Icey; this is the key of the last item of the (i + D -1)st block of that run. SRM maintains one priority queue for each one of the D disks; each such priority queue contains R forecasting keys in general. Each one of the R keysIco,Icl,..., /CR-~ in the priority queue for disk d is from a different run; at any time, key ki is the forecasting key implanted in the largest block belonging to run i read from disk d by that time. As a result, SRM can keep track of the smallest block residing on any disk at any time during the merge operation. SRM now resorts to a simple memory and I/O management scheme while reading input blocks for the merge operation: If only D -f internal memory blocks are unoccupied, SRM first flushes (without any I/O activity) the f largest input blocks out of memory. Once enough memory is available, SRM simply reads into memory the smallest input block from each one of the D disks.
In Section 3, we present our implementation some pseudocode. In Section 4, we present various aspects of the practical performance comparison of the merging phases of SRM and DSM. In Section 5, we mention some potential applications of the techniques we develop in this paper. Finally, in Section 6, we make some concluding remarks including avenues for related future work.
Implementation
Techniques and Data Structures for SRM In this section, we present an implementation of SRM's forecast and flush scheme using novel data structures and techniques. Our approach greatly simplifies the task of implementing SRM. We require only one priority queue in conjunction with D ordinary queues, as opposed to the D priority queues required by a naive implementation based on [BGV97].
Our technique automatically maintains the prefetched blocks in participation order, thus making flush operations easy to implement. Our technique ensures that sSince each run is the output either during run formation or by a previous merge operation, implementing this "randomized striping" is easy.
using non-blocking I/O calls efficiently overlaps I/O activity with computation.
Our implementation is based on two simple ideas. The first idea is related to managing forecasting information. We propose managing forecasting keys altogether separately from the run: Instead of having a forecasting key in each block, we keep the forecasting keys of run r (in sorted order) in a separate file that constitutes the forecasting run &. Separately managing the forecasting keys plays a crucial role in simplifiying the implementation of the second idea: An auxiliary merge of the R forecasting runs is used to engineer a loolcahead mechanism to enable parallel prefetching for the main merge of R runs input to the merge operation. If the tth forecasting key output by the auxiliary merge is the ith key in forecasting run frj, then we know that the (i+l)st block of run rj is the (t+R)th block to participate in the main merge. Thus by carrying out the auxiliary merge incrementally, we get lookahead information which can be used for parallel prefetching.
We use the terms forecasting heap and main merge heap respectively to denote the data structures that implement the auxiliary merge and the main merge. The size of each forecasting run is smaller than the size of its run by a factor of B x (I/K), where I is item size and K is key size, and so the amount of data involved in the auxiliary merge are expected to be order(s) of magnitude smaller than that in the main merge. If the size of data involved in the auxiliary merge is so small that it occupies a negligible amount of internal memory, then the auxiliary merge can be implemented as a simple in-memory merge. If the data involved in the auxiliary merge occupies a significant amount of memory, the auxiliary merge can easily be implemented using a simple, non-optimal, external merge algorithm; the related performance impact is bound to be negligible relative to the main merge's performance.
The full version of the paper discusses the implementation of the auxiliary merge in detail.
Other Data Structures and Primitive Operations
Let m denote the total number of internal memory blocks used for input run blocks, including leading blocks, prefetched blocks, and the D active blocks into which read operations are currently reading data at any time. Our implementation maintains a set of R internal memory pointers, denoted Leading,, Leading 1, . . . , LeadingRml, pointing to the leading blocks of the R runs. The main merge heap continuously merges leading blocks to produce items of the output run. All of R runs' data blocks in internal memory other than the R leading blocks are maintained in a queue of placeholders, called the lookahead queue LQ for reasons that will soon be clear. Each placeholder is a structure with a field block-ptr to store a pointer to a block in internal memory, a field run-id to store the identity of a run, and a field block-num to store the index of a block within a run. A placeholder p in LQ has p.block-ptr = nil if its block is not in memory. We use LQ.head and LQ.tail to denote the placeholders at the head and the tail of the queue LQ. For each disk 0 5 d < D, we maintain an occupancy queue OQd of elements. Each occupancy queue element is a pointer to some placeholder stored in the lookahead queue LQ. Elements in OQd always point to placeholders of blocks on disk d that are not yet in internal memory. We use OQd. head and OQd. tail to denote the elements at the head and tail of the queue OQd. By appending (resp., prepending) an element to OQd, we refer to the act of adding an element behind (resp., in front of) the element OQ,.tail (resp., OQ,.head.) The lookahead queue as well as all the occupancy queues must be traversable in both directions.
We use SO, si, . . . , sa-i to denote the starting disks of the R input runs. Each starting disk is chosen randomly when the run is begun and is known to the merging algorithm.
The purpose of the lookahead queue LQ is to maintain prefetched input run blocks in participation order. The purpose of each occupancy queue OQdr where 0 < d < D, is to maintain (pointers to) placeholders corresponding to blocks from disk d in their participation order, so that blocks from disk d can be read by Parallel-Read operations in proper sequence.
Our implementation and SRM's properties ensure that the number7 of elements in the lookahead queue LQ is never more than max{m, RD} + R + D, and the number of elements in any occupancy queue cannot exceed R + D. Since elements of the LQ or any of the OQ,'s are O(1) bytes in size, we can very simply implement LQ and all the OQa queues using statically allocated circular arrays in the obvious manner, with insignificant space overhead in practice.
Next we define some primitive operations in order to facilitate the presentation of our implementation.
Lookahead( ). The operation Lookahead( ) gets the next forecasting key output by the auxiliary merge from the forecasting heap data structure, updating the state of the forecasting heap appropriately.
If the key so obtained predicts the participation time of the ith block in the rth run, then a new placeholder p such that p.block-num := i, p.run-id := T, andp.block-ptr := nil, is appended to LQ which makes LQ. tail = p. Finally, an element pointing to placefolder p is appended to OQd, where d = (sr + i) mod D is the disk on which the ith block of run T resides.
2. Parallel-Read.
The operation Parallel-Read issues read requests for a set of at most D blocks, one per disk. The reads are carried out in parallel. Parallel-Read is non-blocking in the sense that it returns control immediately without waiting for the reads to actually complete. In Section 4.1, we discuss issues relevant to implementation issues relevant to parallel I/O. The precise block of disk d for which a read is issued is determined as follows: If the occupancy queue OQd is empty, no block is read from disk d. Otherwise, if OQ*.head points to placeholder p in LQ, the following is done: (a) Block p.block.num of run p.rzln-id is read from disk d into internal memory. (b) The field p.block-ptr is set to point to the newly read block in internal memory. (c) Element O&,-head is removed from OQd.
Basic Ideas of Our Implementation
Shown in Figure 1 is a schematic of our SRM implementation. Placeholders in LQ appear in the participation order of 'Although the lookahead queue LQ can have upto O(RD) placeholders, the number of blocks of internal memory actually in use can never exceed m. their respective blocks. In general, LQ may contain placeholders whose corresponding blocks remain to be fetched into memory; every such placeholder p has p. block-ptr = nil. Blocks are "fed" to the main merge using LQ. Whenever the Bth item of leading block Leading,, for some r such that O<r<R-1, gets consumed by the main merge process, by definition the block corresponding to placeholder p' = LQ.head becomes the new leading block, and we remove p' from LQ. Our implementation guarantees the following prefetching invariant: Before the time t at which any block b begins participating in the main merge, a Parallel-Read operation prefetching (among D -1 other blocks) block b will already have been issued by our algorithm, and moreover, at time t the field p'.block-ptr of placeholder p' = LQ.head points precisely to block b in memory. To accomplish this invariant, each Parallel-Read operation needs to read in, from each disk, the smallest unread block from that disk. We use the D occupancy queues and Lookahead( ) operations (and hence the auxiliary merge being carried incrementally by the forecasting heap) in this context. Entries in occupancy queue OQd, for each d such that 0 5 d 5 D -1, correspond to unread blocks on disk d and are ordered according to the participation order of their blocks. Each Parallel-Read operation reads in the block corresponding to OQ,.head, for each 0 < d < D -1, thus reading in the smallest block from each disk. To guarantee that one block is indeed read from each disk, we must ensure that each OQ is non-empty before the Parallel-Read operation: This is accomplished by simply performing as many Lookahead() operations as necessary' until each OQd has at least one entry.
In order to maintain the prefetching invariant, we maintain a special variable, marked that remembers the placeholder of the smallest block for which a read was issued in the most recent Parallel-Read operation. Whenever the placeholder marked begins participating in the merge, we temporarily interrupt the main merge computation, employ the mechanism of the previous paragraph to ensure full parallelism for the Parallel-Read operation. Then we execute the Parallel-Read operation, update the value of marked, and resume the merging computation.
Since Parallel-Read is non-blocking, our implementation performs I/O overlapped with computation.
Sometimes, in the above process, a few blocks may need to be flushed but this too is easy to implement using our data structures: To flush f blocks, we simply traverse LQ from tail to head, find the first f placeholders POtPI,. . . ,Pf-1 so found with pj. block-ptr # nil, and among other things set pj.block-ptr := nil.
Algorithmic Description
We are now in a position to give an algorithmic description of our implementation. For simplicity, we do not mention the I/O operations in the context of the forecasting heap, with the understanding that the implementor will choose an appropriate technique and perform the corresponding operations related to the auxiliary merge.
We use two variables marked and next-marked to record appropriate placeholders in the lookahead queue LQ. As mentioned earlier, the total number of blocks available at the start of the merge operation for input run blocks (includ-*The precise number of Lookahead() operations needed to do so is unpredictable and dependent on the disk distribution of the relevant blocks and their participation order. ing leading blocks, blocks currently being read into internal memory, and prefetched blocks) is assumed to be a number m 1 2R + D. The output run has two DB item sized buffers that are used in the usual double-buffered fashion, with writes at full D-disk parallelism. Whenever an input run block gets depleted by the merge or when an input run block gets flushed, the number of free blocks increases by 1. If p is a placeholder in LQ, then we follow the convention that p.block-ptr is nil whenever the block p. block-num of run p.run-id is not in internal memory and is still on disk.
1. For each run 0 5 r < R, read into internal memory its first block (on starting disk s,.). The pointers Leadingo, Leading, , . . . , LeadingR-i are made to point to the corresponding first blocks. The total number of parallel I/O operations required to implement this step is equal to the maximum number of first blocks on any one disk.
2. Insert the first key from each one of the R forecasting data runs into the forecasting heap. Insert the first item from each run into the main merge heap.
3. Initialize the lookahead queue LQ and the D occupancy queues OQd, for 0 5 d < D, to be empty queues.
4. While there exists at least one empty occupancy queue OQd and the forecasting heap is not empty, execute a Lookahead( ) operation. Set pj.blOCk-ptT := nil. If the occupancy queue OQaj is empty, insert an element pointing to the placeholder pj into OQdj ; otherwise prepend an element pointing to placeholder pj to the head of queue OQdj.
If placeholder pj is ahead of the placeholder marked in queue LQ, then set marked := pj.
Execute a Parallel-Read operation.
While there exists at least one empty occupancy queue OQd and the forecasting heap is not empty, execute a Lookahead( ) operation. 
Generate the next item zr from the main merge heap. Let T be the run containing x.
If run T has no more items to be merged, free the leading block Leading, and proceed to Step lld. Otherwise, if the leading block Leading, of run T (cl (4 (4 (f 1 (4 has just been depleted, free that block, set Leading, to point to the block p.block-ptr, for placeholder p = LQ. head, and remove placeholder p from the lookahead queue LQ. If p = marked, set flag := 1.
Insert the next item from run r into the main merge priority queue. (If the leading block Leading, just changed in Step llb above, the next item from run r is the first item of block Leading,.)
Add item x to the output run buffer.
If adding x completes the block of an output run, add the key of x to the forecasting data run of the output run.
If the current output run buffer now has DB items, then switch output buffers and issue a nonblocking request to write out DB items to disk with full D-disk parallelism. If the main merge heap is empty, set flag := 2.
12. If flag = 1, set marked := next-marked and loop back to Step 6.
13. If flag = 2, write to disk the remaining items from the output run buffer and the merge is completed.
Performance Results
In this section we present the performance of SRM in practical scenarios and, in particular, compare its performance to that of an efficient implementation of DSM and demonstrate that SRM significantly outperforms DSM. We present various details of our experimental platforms, and the Transparent Parallel I/O Environment (TPIE) [Ven95] programming environment in which we implemented these parallel disk algorithms.
Computer System and Environment
Our experiments were carried out on a Digital Personal Workstation with a 5OOMhz EV5.6 (21164A) CPU. We used D = 6 state-of-the-art ST34501W Cheetah [Inc] disks for our experiments, two disks on each one of three Ultra-Wide SCSI buses attached to the system. The operating system was Digital Unix Version 4.0.
Both the algorithms were implemented using the Ran+ parent Parallel I/O Environment (TPIE) [Ven95] programming environment, which was originally developed by Darren Vengroff [Ven94] for his PhD and is currently being extended as part of an ongoing project at Duke University's Center for Geometric Computing. TPIE is a streamoriented environment written in C++ designed to enable the implementation of efficient external memory algorithms on single and multiple disk systems. It provides basic building blocks for programmers to use while writing external memory programs. TPIE has built-in features such as a memory manager that manages buffers; it also keeps track of the amount of internal memory used by a program, which is very useful to control memory utilization during experiments as well as in memory management in general.
We implemented an interface for parallel disk streams striped in the usual roun-robin manner in units of logical blocks across the six disks. Each striped stream consists of one Unix file on each disk; each disk is a separately mounted filesystem. In order to facilitate randomized striping, our interface allows an application to begin striping on any disk of its choice. For efficiency reasons, parallel I/O operations need to be carried out using asynchronous I/O. In our case, we did not explicitly have to deal with asynchronous I/O and related management; we use an efficient memorymapped I/O implementation [CABG98] that appropriately uses asynchronous I/O %nder the hood".
The memorymapped I/O implementation we use is different from the native memory-mapped facilities provided by Digital Unix. Each memory-mapped I/O call we use sends off an asynchronous I/O request under the hood as soon as the call is made. We implement a D-disk I/O operation by issuing D such calls, thus ensuring that the I/OS happen in parallel.
It is the onus of the programmer to ensure that the number of data blocks that the TPIE program has in memory at any time is no more than the amount of memory available at the program's disposal; this is in line with the general approach of I/O algorithms in which the algorithm has the constraint that it uses no more than M/B blocks of memory. We assume also that there is no other concurrently running program that may steal9 memory from the TPIE program. Thus there is no need to "pin" blocks in memory after they are mapped in, although modern operating systems do provide such facilities.
In all our experiments, the size of the unified buffer cache was small enough (relative to the amount of data involved while sorting) so that effects from the buffering in the unified buffer cache were negligible.
Block Size
The smaller the size of the logical block, larger is the overhead per I/O operation and slower would be the speed of I/O operations in general. In database systems, external memory implementations can control disk block allocation, disk scheduling and other aspects of the I/O system, and so implementations use sophisticated techniques [ZL96, ZL98] to achieve good I/O performance. Since we use filesystems and do not have such control, the only way we can ensure that the disk block allocation, readahead, and disk scheduling will be done efficiently, and that efficient I/O performance is achieved, is by use of reasonably large block sizes. In our experiments, we used a logical block size of 256 KB; thus, all the memory-mapped I/O calls map regions of size 256 KB. Additionally, in our SRM and DSM implementations, we make sure that each Unix file is accessed sequentially (so that filesystem readahead is triggered wherever possible). We set the block size to 256 KB for both DSM and SRM SO as to allow proper comparisons in performance.
Input Characteristics
For all our experiments, we considered items of size I = 104 bytes, with keys of size K = 8 bytes. The unsorted input stream for each run of the two sorting algorithms was always a uniformly randomly generated sequence of items. Both SRM and DSM, in our implementation, use the same run formation algorithm and so for a given internal memory size, ' In another paper [BV98], we conduct a theoretical study of "memory-adaptive" external memory algorithms which perform efficiently in the face of unpredictable and arbitrary fluctuations in the memory allocated to it. both algorithms have to merge an identical number of runs during their merging phase.
Because of the randomization used by SRM, it is hard to construct a particular sequence of input records that brings out bad I/O performance in SRM's merging phase; indeed, the whole point of randomization is to ensure that no pathologically ordered input file can hinder the performance of SRM. Moreover the very nature of SRM ensures that its performance cannot degrade if some run suddenly gets consumed at higher rates relative to others; this is because all runs are striped and because each Parallel-Read operation always reads into internal memory the smallest block from each disk. We believe that skewed and nonuniformly randomly generated inputs cannot significantly change the performance characteristics of SRM and DSM.
DSM and SRM Configurations
Each buffer of a striped-I/O parallel disk stream contains DB items. Since each striped-I/O stream uses double buffering, the amount of internal memory used by each striped-I/O parallel disk stream is 3.2 MB, which slightly larger than 2DBI bytes owing to some other implementation related overheads.
The run formation stage of both SRM and DSM involves at most two striped-I/O parallel disk streams active at any time. Thus, the number of runs generated during run formation is determined by the amount of internal memory the algorithm is allowed to use, the amount of internal memory consumed by the buffers of a striped-I/O stream, and the amount of internal memory that TPIE reserves for program variables. In the rest of this section, we use the symbol U to denote the number of runs formed during the run formation stage of any given experiment.
During the merging pass, SRM and DSM use internal memory in very different ways. Given the same amounts of memory, the maximum merge order of an SRM merge operation is significantly larger than the maximum merge order of a DSM merge operation. During a merge of order R, DSM requires enough internal memory to have 3.2 MB sized buffers for each one of R + 1 streams. Thus the merge order for DSM is determined in a straightforward manner. On the other hand, in order to carry out an R-way merge, SRM requires only one buffer of size 3.2 MB (corresponding to two buffers of size DB for its output run), 2R+ D buffers of size 256 KB (corresponding to B), space for forecasting data and some other small per-run memory overheads. In all our experiments, all the forecasting data consumed a very small fraction of the total amount of internal memory available: It was always smaller than 100 KB, whereas the internal memory available in our two sets of experiments were z 15 MB and M 24 MB respectively. It is very often the case in SRM that there is a wide range of feasible values for R in which the resulting number [log, Ul of merging passes required to merge the initial U runs is the same optimal value. In such cases, we set SRM's merge order R to be equal to the smallest possible feasible value resulting in an optimal number [log, Ul of merging passes, but for practical reasons we never set R higher than 19. The advantage of using the smallest possible merge order is that the number of files involved in the merge is the smallest possible, which tends to keep the amount of disk latency incurred while merging as small as possible. Another advantage is that the average amount of internal memory space available per input run during a merge operation is increased, which has the effect of minimizing the overhead v incurred in every merging pass, where I/ is the ratio of the number of Parallel-Read operations and the ideal number NIDB of parallel reads.
Even though we try to keep the merge order of SRM as small as is possible, the merge order of SRM merging operations is significantly greater than DSM merging operations. Hence one expects that DSM merging passes will have higher disk locality and that SRM merging passes will incur more overhead relative to DSM merging passes on account of disk latency.
Performance
Numbers and Graphs
In this section we report on two sets of experiments to compare the performance of SRM and DSM. In both cases, the input file size was varied in units of one million items (Z 100 MB) in the range from 1 million items (Z 100 MB) to 10 million items (x 1 GB). In the first set of experiments, the amount of internal memory available to the sorting algorithm was 15 MB whereas in the second set of experiments it was 24 MB.
In Figure 2 and Tables 1 and 2 , we present the performance numbers for the merging phases of both algorithms for the two sets of experiments. Tables 1  and 2 is based upon the average value obtained by conducting the same experiment five times with a different random input on each run. The graph in Figure 2 plots the average time in seconds required to complete the merging phase of SRM or DSM at a given data point. The tables provide additional insightful information.
Of particular interest is the average data streaming rate during a merging phase, which is defined as the total amount of I/O (reads as well as writes) in bytes during the merging phase, divided by the time required to complete the merging phase.
Each table lists the total number U of runs formed during run formation, which is identical for both SRM and DSM. For DSM, the table lists the merge order RDSM (each merge operation except possibly the last merge operation of a DSM merging phase has this merge order), the number PassesDsM of passes, the time TimeosM required to complete the merging phase, and the data streaming rate RateDsM attained by DSM during its merging phase. For SRM, for each data point, the table lists the number PassessRM of passes, the merge order RSRM (of each SRM merging operation in the merging phase except possibly the last, one);the time TimesaM required to complete the merging phase, SRM's data streaming rate RatesnM, and the overhead u corresponding to extra parallel read operations.
Relative Performance Comparisons
In general, the merging phase of an external mergesort takes time given by Number of Merge Passes x Time per merge pass.
While the first quantity above is known to be z [log, (N/M)], the second quantity is a complicated function of various parameters and components of the I/O system (including block size) and the merge order R. The greater the merge order R, greater is the number of logically distinct streams accessed on each disk at any time, and greater is the time per merge pass. In our experiments, SRM outperforms DSM although it requires more time per merge pass.
For the experiments with internal memory size 15 MB, SRM's performance is better by a margin of almost 50%. SRM's margin of improvement is less impressive with internal memory size 24 MB; but the improvement is still in the 25% ballpark for input sizes larger than N = 4 million items. There is one data point (N = 3 million items, with memory size of 24 MB) at which DSM is actually marginally better than SRM; this happens to be the only point in all our experiments in which DSM and SRM require the same number of passes.
The average data streaming rate of DSM is consistently better than that of SRM, as anticipated, but SRM outperforms DSM because of its smaller number of passes. When we compare SRM's streaming rate for 15 MB with its streaming rate for 24 MB, we see an overall improvement in streaming rate for the larger internal memory size, since the number of runs is reduced and SRM's merge order tends to be smaller. We are not able to explain the improvement in the streaming rate of DSM's performance in the experiments with 24 MB relative to its performance in the experiments with 15 MB; the improvement is somewhat surprising because DSM's merge order increases from 3 to 5 when the internal memory is increased.
The overhead on account of situations in which blocks are flushed out of memory (thereby causing them to be read in later again) in the total number of Parallel-Read operations required by SRM is small, as expected on the basis of previous analysis [BGV97] . This suggests to us that the elapsed time performance is not hindered by the flush operations incurred by SRM; if the implementation of the Parallel-Read can be improved, which we think possible, we can get further improvement of SRM's elapsed time performance.
One interesting observation regarding our data points is the sudden drop in streaming rate when the merge order becomes 14, as in the case with N = 2 million items and an internal memory size of 24 MB. In this case, the streaming rate is 22 MB/set, although a streaming rate of almost 30 MB/set is possible for R = 11, N = 9 million items and N = 10 million items, and internal memory size of 15 MB. We were not able to account for the sudden drop in streaming rate; some preliminary experiments indicate that the most important reason for the sudden drop in streaming rate may not be the increased seeking but some other effects perhaps related to the number of files opened by the application at any time.
Other Applications
We briefly mention other situations in which the data structures and techniques we developed to implement SRM can be used fruitfully.
Distribution
Sort and Multi-way Partitioning Consider a distribution sort or the partitioning of a stream into several other streams on an I/O system with D disks. Such a distribution/partitioning type of computation may be required as part of some other database operation, for example in a hash join. We could envisage using striped I/O to ensure perfect parallelism on all D disks. But use of striped I/O would mean that the number of streams into which an input stream can be distributed using internal memory size M would be O(M/DB); when the number of partitions or buckets desired is large, many distribution passes would be required.
In this situation, just like it was desirable to merge O(M/B) runs at a time during external mergesort, it is desirable to be able to partition an input stream into O(M/B) streams. A randomized striping of the R output streams and 2R internal memory blocks will help in implementing an R-way distribution.
In such a scheme, data structures and mechanisms similar to the ones we developed in this paper can be used: For instance, blocks destined to go to disk d can be queued up in queue OQdr and a Parallel-Write analogous to Parallel-Read can write the block corresponding to the head of the OQd queue appropriately to disk d.
Streaming Through Multimedia Files
The problem of external merging of streams that are striped across disks is similar in terms of access patterns to a video server that has to stream through multiple streams that are striped across disks. The nonuniformity of the rates at which runs get depleted is similar to nonuniformity of streaming rates owing to different compression rates for different frames in the stream. In both cases though, the rates of streaming required are partially predictable, albeit to a limited extent. While merging, the forecasting keys predict the participation order of blocks of a merge. Consider using a file of timestamps, where each timestamp corresponds to the time at which a block from that stream must be in internal memory. A file of such timestamps corresponding to a video stream is analogous to the forecasting data run corresponding to a run. Hence, the techniques we developed to implement the lookahead mechanism and the forecast and flush buffer management and prefetching scheme can now be analogously implemented using the timestamps to predict the time at which a block must be in memory. Our data structures and techniques may thus have applications to video servers, although substantial modifications may be needed to implement the real time aspect of video servers.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we considered the important problem of external sorting in a parallel disk setting. We have proposed simple and elegant data structures and techniques to implement the SRM mergesort algorithm for parallel disks. To our knowledge, this is the first practical implementation of a parallel disk sorting algorithm that performs a provably optimal number of passes. Our simplified implementation of SRM includes a novel technique to implement a lookahead mechanism using forecasting keys. Our implementation significantly outperforms the popular double-buffered disk-striped mergesort (DSM) technique. Although each merging pass of DSM occurs a little faster than that of SRM, the smaller number of passes required by SRM makes SRM's overall performance better than that of DSM. Our techniques are also applicable to other streaming operations in databases.
In future work, we hope to implement a parallel disk distribution sort based upon a simplified version of the algorithm in [VS94], but doing the distribution using the ap-preach of 5.1, analogous to the one in SRM executed in "reverse". Comparing the performance of such a sort with SRM should be particularly interesting because disk drives may be somewhat better at performing the kind of I/O needed for distribution compared to merging. (In the envisioned parallel external distribution operation, the input stream is implemented using striped I/O, whereas the output stream requires parallel independent disk accesses.)
